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Abstract: In a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) system, proper management of water
and heat transport is essential to improve its overall performance and durability. To comprehensively
investigate the internal processes of PEMFCs, an improved two-phase non-isothermal model based
on heat and water transfer mechanisms inside the fuel cell is developed. The results show that the
model proposed in this work can predict the fuel cell’s performance accurately and is capable of
exploring water and heat transfer phenomena inside fuel cells. Additionally, the water and heat
transfer of cathodes and anodes under different relative humidity and temperatures are studied. It
can be concluded that when the PEMFC operates under a constant voltage, the anode water content
gradually increases, while the cathode water content gradually decreases. The maximum water
content occurs at the interface between cathode catalyst layer and cathode gas diffusion layer, while
the minimum value is attained at the interface between anode catalyst layer and anode gas diffusion
layer. When the fuel cell operates at 0.75 V, although the water content of CCL is the highest, no
back-diffusion of dissolved water occurs.

Keywords: proton exchange membrane fuel cell; one-dimensional model; two-phase; water content;
water saturation

1. Introduction

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) has been regarded as one of the
most promising power sources for future green energy automobiles due to its high en-
ergy conversion efficiencies, quick start response, and zero emission [1–3]. As shown in
Figure 1 [4], PEMFC consumes hydrogen and oxygen to produce electricity, heat, and water
through electrochemical reactions during operation. In a typical single PEMFC, a proton
exchange membrane (PEM) is sandwiched between anode and cathode, which allows only
the cross-membrane transport of protons and water [5]. On the anode side, hydrogen in the
gas channel diffuses through the anode gas diffusion layer (AGDL) to the anode catalyst
layer (ACL). In ACL, hydrogen splits into protons and electrons under the catalysis of
platinum during the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR). The protons travel to the cathode
catalyst layer (CCL) through PEM, while the electrons pass through an external circuit to
the cathode, which generates electricity. Meanwhile, in the cathode side, air in the gas
channel diffuses through the cathode gas diffusion layer (CGDL) to the cathode catalyst
layer (CCL), where oxygen reacts with the protons and electrons from HOR during the
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), producing water and heat. The overall electrochemical
reaction can be simply described by the interaction generating water, heat and electrical
energy between hydrogen and oxygen.

A major challenge that affects the performance of PEMFC is the management of
water and heat transport. In order to optimize its overall performance and durability, the
internal water and heat transfer should be regulate appropriately [6]. If the produced water
cannot be blown out in time, the gas transportation will be hindered and flooding and gas
starvation will possibly occur. These will cause the uneven distribution of local current
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density and the reversal of electrode polarity, which will eventually lead to the decline of
output performance and durability [7]. If the produced large amount of heat cannot be
dissipated effectively, an uneven temperature distribution inside the PEMFC may bring
about local hot spots, dehydrate PEM, and lower its proton conductivity. Moreover, the
catalyst inside cannot achieve the best activity at very low temperature [8]. Once there are
huge temperature differences between internal and external single cells, voltage uniformity
of the stack will be strongly affected, leading to poor performance [9]. Consequently, the
water and heat management is crucial to improve the performance, reliability and durability
of PEMFCs.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a single PEMFC [4].

Numerical modeling is always an important method for studying complex physical
and chemical phenomena inside the PEMFC. Currently, PEMFC models concerned with
water and heat management can generally be divided into three-dimension, one-dimension
and zero-dimension/lumped-parameter model [10,11]. The three-dimensional models can
further be classified into homogenous and two-phase models. The gas phase and liquid
phase in porous media are regarded as one single uniform phase (or gaseous mixture) in
homogenous models. Sinha et al. [12] established a three-dimensional homogeneous model
to study the water distribution characteristics during a PEMFC stack’s shutdown purging
process. Jiang and Wang [13] developed a three-dimensional transient model to investigate
the liquid water formation, accumulation and transport in gas channels of a PEMFC. Instead,
two-phase models solve two phases separately, and the interaction between two phases
are represented by source terms and a ratio of gas velocity to liquid velocity in governing
equations. Based on the two-phase flow principle, Takallo et al. [14] developed a steady-
state single-phase three-dimensional model to prove that increasing the humidity of both
anode and cathode inlet gases leads to the improvement of PEMFC performance. Higher
humidity in anode could prevent the membrane from dehydration, while lower humidity in
cathode could avoid flooding. Zhang et al. [15] proposed a non-isothermal two-phase three-
dimensional model to simulate the temperature distribution and liquid water transport
process in PEMFCs. They concluded that the optimal working temperature is close to 80 ◦C.
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When exceeding the critical value, rising temperature would dehydrate PEM and increase
the proton transfer resistance. Furthermore, when the relative humidity in cathode is high,
the PEMFC will be flooded, causing air starvation and performance degradation. Due
to the importance of water and temperature distribution in PEMFC, water and thermal
management is critical to improve PEMFC’s performance.

Three-dimensional models have the advantages of high precision, convenient post-
processing and intuitive results [16]. However, three-dimensional modeling costs a lot of
computing power and time because of the large number of grids. In recent years, one-
dimensional PEMFC models have drawn much attention because they can reveal actual
internal physical and chemical processes with relatively high calculation efficiency and
expansibility. Rakhshanpouri and Rowshanzamir [17] built a seven-layer non-isothermal
steady-state model to study the influences of various factors on water transportation.
In order to simplify the complexity of the model, Liso et al. [6] proposed a steady-state
zero-dimensional model considering the water adsorption/desorption process in PEM.
Hu et al. [18] adopted a one-dimensional two-phase isothermal model and applied the
infinite phase change rate assumption to solve two-phase problems in porous layers.
Nalbant et al. [19] built a one-dimensional, stead-state model using empirical data obtained
from the experiments. They furtherly studied the performance of a high temperature
PEMFC under different operating temperatures, Pt loadings, percentages of phosphoric
acid and binders. Jiang et al. [20] developed a one-dimensional two-phase non-isothermal
analytical model and revealed how to conduct analysis of parameter sensitivity.

Although a lot of researchers have been done to develop PEMFC models, there are
three major deficiencies: three-dimensional models tend to consume substantial time and
computing resources; lumped-parameter and one-dimensional models simplify certain
electrochemical and physical mechanisms; comprehensive considerations of water, heat
and gas transferring in PEMFC models are inadequate. Therefore, an improved one-
dimensional two-phase non-isothermal model was proposed for this study. In order to
comprehensively investigate variations of the water and heat distribution in a dominating
through-plane transport process, gases’ diffusion, liquid and dissolved water transport,
phase-change between liquid water and water vapor and heat conduction were taken into
account in this model. Variations of the water and heat distribution in dominating through-
plane transport processes were investigated under several working conditions of different
relative humidities and temperatures. The thermal effects such as water phase-change
induced flow, distribution of water vapor and concentration of saturated vapor were also
presented as the result from exploring the relationship between the operating strategies and
the cell performance. Based on this light-weighted model, sensitivity analysis of PEMFC
operating strategies in both anode and cathode would provide an efficient and simple
way to obtain rational information. Thus, with the valuable guidance from the model,
proper combinations of the inlet relative humidity and operating temperate for seeking the
optimum output performance, and mitigating the degradation in the PEMFC system can
be determined.

2. Model Development

For the purpose of studying internal processes of PEMFCs under various operation
conditions, an improved two-phase non-isothermal model was built, as demonstrated in
Figure 2. The computational domain of the model is composed of PEM, AGDL, CGDL, ACL
and CCL. In this model, the convection process in the direction parallel to PEM, gas species
permeation and pressure-driven hydraulic permeation through the PEM are neglected,
and the diffusion of gas, heat, liquid and dissolved water in the direction perpendicular to
PEM is evaluated. While operating at ambient temperature, the gas phase diffuses in the
pores of the gas diffusion layer (GDL) and the GDL is assumed to be isotropic. The catalyst
layer (CL) consisting of polymers and platinum-carbon particles is also porous, where
diffusion of vapor and dissolved water occurs, and the phase change between them takes
place at the surface of polymers. The dissolved water diffuses through PEM, the proton
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conductivity of which strongly relies on its water content. Because the electrochemical
reaction takes place at a cathode, it is necessary to add liquid water transfer into CGDL and
CCL, as the liquid water in channels is neglected. Additionally, the water phase change
mechanism is triggered by thermal effects and, as shown in Figure 2b, in the relevant
direction, the diffusion of gas, liquid and dissolved water are major determinants of its
volume. In contrast, convective fluxes have little impact. Therefore, the convection of heat
and species can be ignored. In this model, the water content and water saturation are used
to characterize the water amount.

Figure 2. Schematic of (a) single cell and (b) computational domain.

2.1. Water Content

As shown in Figure 3, the PEM is composed of a hydrophobic polytetrafluoroethylene
skeleton attached with sulfonic acid groups (SO−3 H+). When the polymer in PEM absorbs
water, H+ will combine with free water molecules to become hydrated hydrogen ions. Due
to the mutual attraction between H+ and SO−3 , adjacent SO−3 H+ will attract each other as
well as the hydrated hydrogen ions, thus accomplishing the proton migration. It has to be
noted that water in the polymer is also called dissolved water. The wettability level of PEM
can be represented by the number of water molecules carried by each SO−3 , which is also
known as water content λ and can be solved as:

λ =
EW
ρmem

cH2O (1)
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where cH2O is the water concentration, ρmem (kg·m−3) is the membrane density and EW
(g·mol−1) is the membrane’s equivalent weight denoted by [21]:

EW =
Dry ionomer mass

Mole o f SO−3
(2)

Figure 3. Schematic of chemical structure for Nafion and proton transfer.

As there are polymers in both ACL and CCL, the definition of water content can also
apply. The phase change between water vapor inside pores and dissolved water in the
polymer will occur on the surface of CL. To characterize the phase change, the equilibrium
water content can be calculated [22] as shown below:

λeq =

{
0.043 + 17.81a− 39.85a2 + 36.0a3 if 0 ≤ a ≤ 1
14.0 + 1.4(a− 1) if 1 ≤ a ≤ 3

(3)

where a is the water activity in pores, which can be calculated by the following equation [23]:

a =
Xvp pg

psat
+ 2slq (4)

where Xvp is the mole fraction of water vapor, pg (Pa) and psat (Pa) are the pressures of
the gaseous mixture and saturated vapor, respectively, and slq is the volume fraction of
liquid water.

According to Equation (3), the relation between the water activity and the equilibrium
water content can be obtained. When the gaseous mixture becomes saturated (the water
activity reaches 1), the water content of dissolved water will reach 14. When the water
activity exceeds 1, water vapor begins to condense into liquid water, and the water content
of dissolved water will increase linearly from 14. To ensure the high performance of PEMFC,
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a higher water content in PEM must be maintained. The specific reason is that low water
content in PEM leads to an increase of its ohmic resistance, and the output voltage will be
reduced. However, the PEM should not have too much water, so as to prevent cathode
from flooding, which will decline the membrane’s durability and reliability.

2.2. Water Saturation

In this study, water saturation is defined as

s =
Vl
Vp

(5)

where Vl (m3/mol) and Vp (m3/mol) are the molar volumes of liquid water and pores
in polymers. Before simulations, for the sake of modeling simplicity and computational
efficiency, the water saturation at the interface of CGDL and cathode gas channel should
be given as a boundary condition, which can be calculated by the fitted relation between
capillary pressure and saturation [24]:

pc = −0.00011 exp[−44.02(s− 0.496)]+
278.3 exp[8.103(s− 0.496)]− 191.8

(6)

where pc (Pa) represents the capillary pressure and can be calculated with a Young–
Laplace equation:

pc = 2γ cos θ/r (7)

where γ (N/m) represents the surface tension of water, θ (◦) represents the effective contact
angle and r (µm) represents the equivalent capillary radius.

2.3. Governing Equations

As shown in Figure 1b, the computational domain is discretized into five parts. The
energy equation is solved in each domain, the governing equations of oxygen and liquid
water are solved in CGDL and CCL, the governing equations of dissolved water and proton
are solved in CCL, ACL and PEM, and the governing equations of water vapor and electron
are solved in all domains except for PEM. Those governing equations are explained in
further detail below.

2.3.1. Dissolved Water Transport

The governing equation of dissolved water in CL and PEM is described as:

−∇ · (Dλ

Vm
∇λ− ξ

F
jp) = Sλ (8)

where Vm (m3/mol) is the equivalent volume of polymers, is the Faraday constant, ξ
is the electro-osmosis coefficient, jp (A/cm2) is the proton flux, and Sλ (mol/m3·s−1)
is the source term. Dλ (m2/s) is the diffusion coefficient of dissolved water in PEM,
which can be calculated by revising the Arrhenius equation from the measurement in the
experiments [25]:

Dλ = Dm exp[2416(
1

Tref
− 1

T
)] (9)

where Dm is the diffusion coefficient, which is closely related to the hydration state of
the PEM, the Dm can be reliably measured by the experiment on a Nafion electrolyte
at operating temperature between 30 and 80 ◦C [26]. The calculation method can be
calculated by:

Dm =


10−6 if λm < 2

10−6[1 + 2(λm−2)] if 2 ≤ λm ≤ 3
10−6[3 + 1 .67(λm−3)] if 3 ≤ λm ≤ 4.5

1.25× 10−6 if λm ≥ 4.5

(10)
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Thus, the dissolved water diffusion coefficient Dλ can be obtained by combining
Equations (9) and (10):

Dλ =


10−6 exp[2416( 1

Tref
− 1

T )] if λm < 2
10−6[1 + 2(λm−2)] exp[2416( 1

Tref
− 1

T )] if 2 ≤ λm ≤ 3
10−6[3 + 1 .67(λm−3)] exp[2416( 1

Tref
− 1

T )] if 3 ≤ λm ≤ 4.5
1.25× 10−6 exp[2416( 1

Tref
− 1

T )] if λm ≥ 4.5

(11)

where T and Tref are the fuel cell temperature and the reference temperature.
In ACL, the dissolved water content varies with the phase change. In CCL, water

produced by the electrochemical reaction initially exists in the form of dissolved water, and
the change of dissolved water content results from the electrochemical reaction and phase
change. The source term of dissolved water in ACL, CCL and PEM can be calculated as:

Sλ =


Sdv ACL
0 PEM

i
2F + Sdv CCL

(12)

where i (A/m3) in the formula means the electrochemical reaction rate and can be obtained
by the Butler–Volmer equation [27]:

i = i0a (exp[
β2F
RT

η

]
− exp[− (1− β)2F

RT
η] (13)

i0 = 2.45× 10−8 (
pO2

pref
)0.54 × exp[

67
R
(

1
Tref
− 1

T
)

]
(14)

where, β is transport coefficient of reaction interfacial potential.

2.3.2. Liquid Water Transport

The governing equations of liquid water transport in CCL and CGDL is:

−∇ · ( κ

µVl

∂pc

∂s
∇s) = Ss (15)

where κ is the permeability, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and Vl is the volume of liquid water.
The source term Ss can be calculated as:

Ss =

{
−Sdv − Slv CCL
−Slv CGDL

(16)

where Sdv (mol/m3·s−1) and Slv (mol/m3·s−1) are the source terms of phase change be-
tween dissolved water and vapor and that between liquid water and vapor.

2.3.3. Water Vapor Transport

Water vapor diffuses in the porous structure of GDL and CL, and its governing
equation can be expressed as:

−∇ · (CDH2O∇xH2O) = SH2O (17)

where DH2O (m2/s) is the oxygen diffusion coefficient, and xH2O is the oxygen mole fraction.
The source term SH2O (mol/m3·s−1) can be described by:

ST =


0 AGDL
−Sdv ACL
−Sdv − Slv CCL
−Slv CGDL

(18)
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2.3.4. Phase Change

The electrochemical reaction happens at the three-phase boundary composed of poly-
mer, catalyst and gas. The generated water will be absorbed by polymers immediately.
When dissolved water becomes equilibrium, it starts to separate from polymers and enters
the pores in CL in the form of water vapor [28,29]. Sdv (mol/m3·s−1) can be expressed by:

Sdv =

{
ka

δVm
(λeq − λ) if λ < λeq

kd
δVm

(λeq − λ) if λ > λeq
(19)

where δ (µm) is the thickness of CL, and ka (m/s) and kd (m/s) are the vapor absorption
rate and dissolved water desorption rate, respectively. λeq is the equilibrium water content,
which can be calculated by Equation (3). Slv (mol/m3·s−1) can be expressed by [30]:

Slv =

{
γeC(xH2O−xsat) if xH2O< xsat
γcC(xH2O−xsat) if xH2O> xsat

(20)

where γe (1/s) and γc (1/s) are the evaporation rate of liquid water and condensation rate
of water vapor, respectively. xsat is the mole fraction of saturated vapor, which can be
calculated as:

xsat =
Psat

P
(21)

where Psat (Pa) is the saturated vapor pressure.

2.3.5. Hydrogen Transport

Hydrogen mole fractions in AGDL and ACL are calculated as:

−∇ · (CDH2∇xH2) = SH2 (22)

where C (mol/m3) in this formula is gas concentration attained by state equation of idea
gas, DH2 (m2/s) is the hydrogen diffusion coefficient, and xH2 is the hydrogen mole fraction.
The source term SH2 (mol/m3·s−1) can be described by:

SH2 =

{
0 AGDL

i
2F ACL

(23)

2.3.6. Oxygen Transport

Oxygen mole fractions in CGDL and CCL are calculated as:

−∇ · (CDO2∇xO2) = SO2 (24)

where DO2 (m2/s) is the oxygen diffusion coefficient, and xO2 is the oxygen mole fraction.
The source term SO2 (mol/m3·s−1) can be described by:

SO2 =

{ i
2F CCL
0 CGDL

(25)

2.3.7. Electrochemical Model

In CL and PEM, the electrolyte potential is described as:

−∇·(σp∇φp) = Sp (26)
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where σp (S/m) in the formula is proton conductivity, and φp (V) is the potential. Sp (A/m3)
is the source term related to electrochemical reaction, which can be calculated as [31]:

ST =


i ACL
0 PEM
−i CCL

(27)

Except to the PEM, electrode potential in other domains is described by the follow-
ing equation:

−∇ · (σe∇φe) = Se (28)

where σe (S/m) in the formula is electron conductivity, and φe (V) is the potential. Se (A/m3)
is the source term related to electrochemical reaction, which can be calculated as [31]:

Se =


0 AGDL
−i ACL
i CCL

0 CGDL

(29)

2.3.8. Energy Conservation Model

The energy equations in each domain are expressed by:

−∇ · (k∇T) = ST (30)

where k (W/m·K−1) is the thermal conductivity, and ST (W/m3) is the source term. It
should be noted that, except for the PEM, other components have ohmic heat terms−je·∇φe
(W/m3) caused by the resistance impeding electronic conduction and there is a heat loss
term −jp · ∇φp (W/m3) caused by proton conduction resistance in the PEM and CL of
anode and cathode. Besides, there is a thermal change term HdvSdv (W/m3) caused by the
phase transition between dissolved water and water vapor in the cathode catalyst layer, so
the source terms of formulas are listed below [32]:

ST =



−je · ∇φeAGDL
−je · ∇φe − jp · ∇φp + (iη − i

2F T∆SHOR)
+HdvSdv ACL
−jp · ∇φp PEM
−je∇φe · −jp · ∇φp + (iη − i

2F T∆SORR)
+HdvSdv + HlvSlv CCL
−je · ∇φe + HlvSlv CGDL

(31)

2.4. Boundary Conditions and Computational Process

Proper boundary conditions are crucial to the accuracy of the numerical solution. Ide-
ally, no gas, electron or liquid water transfers through PEM, so the flux of those substances
at both sides of PEM is 0. Because protons and dissolved water exist only in polymers,
their flux outside polymers is also 0. In the proposed model, the initial fuel cell voltage
and initial liquid water mole fraction in CGDL are calculated using Dirichlet’s boundary
condition. The model is solved by the finite difference method, and the boundary of ordi-
nary differential equations is solved by function bvp4c in Matlab R2019a. The specific flow
chart of the numerical solution is presented in Figure 4. At first, operation conditions are
input and all variables in the computational domain are initialized. Then, the derivatives
equations are solved to obtain physical variables including potentials and fluxes. At last,
simulation output the physical variables.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the numerical solution procedure.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Model Validation

To ensure the accuracy of the proposed one-dimensional two-phase model, simulations
were validated with experimental results from Ozen et al. [33] and the experiment data of
a single fuel cell on G20 fuel cell test station, respectively. Schematic diagram of the test
bench for the G20 fuel cell is shown in Figure 5. When the model is validated, the operating
conditions and model parameters used in the simulation are identical to those in Ozen’s
experiments and G20 bench tests. The specific working conditions are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 5. The photographs of the test bench: (a) G20 fuel cell test station; (b) PEMFC single cell.

Table 1. Operating conditions in the experiments for comparison.

Operating Conditions Paper’s Experiment [33] G20 Test

Anode/Cathode temperature (◦C) 80 80
Anode inlet relative humidity 100% 100%

Cathode inlet relative humidity 100% 100%
Anode stoichiometric ratio 3 1.5

Cathode stoichiometric ratio 3 2.5
Anode/Cathode pressure (atm) 1 2

The comparison between the proposed one-dimensional two-phase model and experi-
ments is shown in Figure 6. The results indicate that the simulated polarization curve is
similar to Ozen’s. When the current density is 1.2 A/cm2, the maximum relative error is
13.04% and the other relative error remained below 7.58%. Besides, as shown in Figure 6b,
the simulation results are in good agreement with the G20 bench tests and the maximum
relative error is less than 3.82%. In conclusion, the one-dimensional two-phase PEMFC
model developed in this work can provide accurate results.

Figure 6. Comparison between simulation results and experimental ones from (a) paper [33], and
(b) test on G20 station.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Fuel Cell Operating Conditions

In this section, the effects of output voltage, working temperature and relative hu-
midity on performance and internal water distribution of PEMFC are investigated based
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on the proposed model. The model parameters and simulation conditions are stated
in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Physical parameters of the model.

Parameters PEM ACL&CCL AGDL&CGDL Interface between
CGDL&Channel

Thickness (µm) 25 10 200 -
Porosity - 0.4 0. 6 -

Polymer’s volume fraction 1 0.3 - -
Thermal conductivity (W/m·K−1) 0.3 0.25 1.6 -

Electrical conductivity (S/m) - 350 1250 -
Absolute permeability (m2) - 10−13 6.5 × 10−12 -

Pore tortuosity - 1.6 1.6 -
Equivalent capillary radius (µm) - - - 40

Effective contact angle (◦) - - - 110
Surface tension of water (N/m) - - - 0.117

Table 3. Simulation conditions of the model.

Case Number
Voltage

(V)
Pressure

(atm)

Temperature
(◦C)

Inlet Relative Humidity
(%)

Anode Cathode Anode Cathode

Basic 0.75 1.5 70 70 90 90
Cas.1 1.00 1.5 70 70 90 90
Cas.2 0.90 1.5 70 70 90 90
Cas.3 0.80 1.5 70 70 90 90
Cas.4 0.70 1.5 70 70 90 90
Cas.5 0.60 1.5 70 70 90 90
Cas.6 0.50 1.5 70 70 90 90
Cas.7 0.40 1.5 70 70 90 90
Cas.8 0.75 1.5 70 70 90 10
Cas.9 0.75 1.5 70 70 90 90

Cas.10 0.75 1.5 70 70 10 90
Cas.11 0.75 1.5 50 50 90 90
Cas.12 0.75 1.5 60 60 90 90
Cas.13 0.75 1.5 70 70 90 90
Cas.14 0.75 1.5 70 70 80 80
Cas.15 0.75 1.5 65 70 80 80
Cas.16 0.75 1.5 70 65 80 80

3.2.1. Effects of Output Voltage

In order to investigate the characteristics of PEMFC internal water content under
a constant voltage, seven cases was selected in which the voltage increased from 0.4 to 1.0 V
with an increment of 0.1 V. As shown in Figure 7, when the voltage is 0.6 V, the peak value
of water content occurs at the interface between CCL and CGDL, while the minimum water
content occurs at the interface between ACL and PEM. In PEM, the water content increases
almost linearly with the thickness parameter x in the direction from anode to cathode. In
addition, since the water content of CCL reaches the maximum value 16, the liquid water
will appear in CCL. When the voltage is lower than 0.8 V, liquid water may exist in the
pores of CCL in each case.
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Figure 7. Water content distribution under various operating voltages.

By comparing all cases, it can be found that the water content variations with output
voltage in each domain are inconsistent. In ACL, the water content increases with voltage,
and the largest increase occurs when the voltage rises from 0.7 to 0.8 V. In PEM, it follows
the same variation trend, except that the water content near CCL drops slightly and remains
around 10 when the voltage exceeds 0.9 V.

3.2.2. Effects of Relative Humidity

To study the influences of gas relative humidity at both the cathode and anode on
water distribution, the temperature and the voltage in simulations are fixed at 70 ◦C and
0.75 V. The polarization curves and power curves are demonstrated in Figure 8. For Cas. 9,
when the relative humidity is 90%, the PEMFC has better output performance and larger
limited current density than the other two cases. For the other cases, the output voltage
in Cas. 10 is always superior to that in Cas. 8 as long as the current density is lower than
1.25 A·cm−2. However, the limiting current density of Cas. 8 is higher.

The influences of gas relative humidity at both cathode and anode on water distribu-
tion are shown in Figure 9. It can be found in Figure 9a that the water content in Cas. 9 is
the highest at any position from ACL to CCL. When the anode gas relative humidity is 90%,
the cathode water content will decrease from 16 to about 4 as the cathode relative humidity
decreases from 90% to 10%. Meanwhile, when the cathode gas relative humidity is 90%,
the anode water content will decrease from 8 to about 2 as the anode relative humidity
decreases from 90% to 10%. Therefore, it can be concluded that the influence of reducing
inlet relative humidity on the water content at cathode is more significant than at the anode.
Besides, as shown in Figure 9b, all the values of water content flux are positive in Cas. 8 and
9. In Cas. 10, the relative humidity of anode and cathode gas is 10% and 90%, respectively,
and the water content flux becomes negative. This is mainly caused by the back-diffusion
in PEM, and it can be seen from Figure 9a that the difference of water content between the
anode and cathode is about 9 under this working condition, and the concentration gradient
of the water content is relatively large. The distributions of the water vapor mole fraction in
each case are demonstrated in Figure 9c, and they follow the strategies of the inlet relative
humidity. The max output power at Cas. 8 is fairly close to that at Cas. 10 as depicted
in Figure 8, but the rather dry cathode affects the water content of CCL because of the
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sufficient moisture in the anode side promoting the electro-osmosis of protons, which made
exothermic CCL maintaining a relatively high water vapor flux as shown in Figure 9d.
Conversely, low inlet relative humidity hinders the protons migrating, resulting in a lower
water vapor flux.

3.2.3. Effects of Working Temperature

In order to investigate the effect of operating temperature on water content distribu-
tion, the fuel cell performance is explored at 50, 60 and 70 ◦C separately. As shown in
Figure 10, significant improvement of PEMFC performance is obtained with the ascent of
operating temperature.

Figure 8. Polarization curves and power curves under various inlet relative humidity.

The internal characteristics of PEMFC including water content, water content flux,
water saturation and liquid water flux are figured out in Cas. 11, 12, 13, as shown in
Figure 11. It can be seen in Figure 11a that the water content in ACL and PEM both rises
with the increase of operating temperature, while the change of water content of CCL shows
the opposite trend. Besides, whether the fuel cell is operated at 50, 60 or 70 ◦C, the water
content in CCL is much higher than in ACL and PEM, which means that there will probably
be dissolved water back-diffusion. As for the water content flux, the variation trend of
different water content is shown in Figure 11b, and the results indicate that the dissolved
water keeps transferring from anode to cathode because the water content flux is always
positive. It can be concluded that the current density is relatively high under 0.75 V, and the
protons are continuously migrating from ACL to CCL. Therefore, the water molecules keep
transferring to cathode under the force of electro-osmotic drag. In addition, the change
trend of the water saturation can be seen in Figure 11c, the water saturation gradually
decreases from CCL to CGDL, and a sudden fall occurs at the interface between CCL and
CGDL. Figure 11d shows the change trend of liquid water flux at different temperatures,
and the results show that the liquid water flux is also positive, indicating that the liquid
water is flowing towards the cathode gas channel. From the literature [12,34], we know
that liquid water migration is mainly driven by the capillary force when the saturation is
higher than 0.1. In CGDL, the liquid water flux decreases with the working temperature as
it gets closer to the gas channel.
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Figure 9. Water distributions under various inlet relative humidity: (a) water content; (b) water
content flux; (c) water vapor mole fraction; and (d) water vapor flux.

3.2.4. Effects of Different Inlet Gas Temperature

In this section, the influence of different inlet gas temperature on fuel cell performance
is investigated in depth. Cas. 14, 15, 16 were simulated with a fixed voltage and relative
humidity. Figure 12 shows the polarization curve and power curve at different inlet
temperatures. As shown in Figure 11, Cas. 16 outputs the highest voltage and power at any
current density and produces the largest limited current density. However, the performance
differences between the three cases are not noticeable when the current density is less than
0.8 A·cm−2.

The influence of different inlet gas temperatures on water distribution is shown in
Figure 13. As shown in Figure 13a, Cas. 16 realizes the highest water content in PEM,
which is mainly due to low ohmic resistance in a highly hydrated membrane. Figure 13b
indicates that no back-diffusion happens in any cases. A higher inlet gas temperature
of anode promotes the dissolved water to migrate towards the cathode, providing more
power as depicted in Figure 12. Besides, Figure 13c compares the simulated heat flux across
the membrane. Because the electrochemical reaction takes place in CCL, the heat flux in
CCL is commonly higher than in ACL and PEM. The heat flux becomes negative when
the cathode temperature is 5 ◦C higher than the anode one, which means the total heat
in the cathode including the heat generated from ORR and the heat carried by supplying
air are higher than that in the anode, which consists of the heat from HOR and the heat
carried by hydrogen. In addition, higher temperature brings about higher saturation vapor
pressure and higher capacity for water vapor in a moist gas. As a result, the water vapor
mole fraction rises with increasing working temperature, as shown in Figure 13d.
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Figure 10. Polarization curves and power curves at different operating temperature.

Figure 11. Water distribution under 50 ◦C, 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C: (a) water content; (b) water content flux;
(c) water saturation; and (d) liquid water flux.
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Figure 12. Polarization curves and power curves at different gas inlet temperature.

Figure 13. Water distribution at different gas inlet temperature of cathode and anode: (a) water
content: (b) water content flux; (c) heat flux; and (d) water vapor mole fraction.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, an improved one-dimensional two-phase non-isothermal model is pro-
posed to comprehensively analyze the internal processes of PEMFC. Compared to homoge-
nous models and lumped-parameter models, the proposed model can precisely predict
the PEMFC’s performance and is capable of exploring water and heat transfer phenomena
inside PEMFCs. After simulation and further analysis, heat and water transfer mecha-
nisms under various operation conditions such as different working temperatures, relative
humidity and output voltages are studied. Some conclusions are achieved as follows.

(1) The heat of a working PEMFC stack is chiefly generated in CCL, while is mainly
dissipated in anode and cathode gas channels as well as coolant flow channels in the
bipolar plates. Besides, heat generally transfers from CCL to both cathode and anode gas
channels. When the inlet gas relative humidity and the differential temperature in PEMFC
are high, the dissolved water content inside CCL near CGDL will exceed 14, leading to
liquid water formation.

(2) Under a steady-state condition, the peak value of membrane water content occurs
at the interface between CCL and CGDL regardless of the output voltage. The minimum
value occurs at the interface between ACL and AGDL. Moreover, when the voltage is in
the range of 0.4 to 1.0 V, the anode water content gradually decreases with the increase
of current density, while the cathode water content increases. When the voltage is below
0.8 V, liquid water is generated in the pores of CCL, with the peak cathode water content
exceeding 14.

(3) When the fuel cell operates at 0.75 V, the back-diffusion of dissolved water from
cathode to anode might occur. When the relative humidity of the anode and cathode
are 90% and 10% separately, the water content in CCL is lower than that in the anode,
indicating no back-diffusion. In the other cases, although the water content in CCL is the
highest, the dissolved water is constantly migrating from the anode to cathode. This occurs
because the current density is high, which causes water molecules to migrate towards the
cathode under the force of electro-osmotic drag.

(4) Comparing all cases, the best PEMFC performance is obtained when the inlet
gas temperature and relative humidity are 70 ◦C and 90%. When the current density
is 1.524 A·cm−2, the power density reaches the highest value 0.891 W·cm−2. When the
temperature is in the range of 50 to 70 ◦C, the output voltage and power increases as
the anode temperature is raised. Lowering the relative humidity will reduce the cell
performance, and a decrease in anode relative humidity has more significant effect than
a decrease in cathode relative humidity. The reason is that the anode water content will
constantly decrease because of electro-osmotic drag. When the anode relative humidity
is very low, the flux of membrane water content becomes negative, which harms the
electrochemical reaction.
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Abbreviations

CL catalyst layer
GDL gas diffusion layer
AGDL anode gas diffusion layer
ACL anode catalyst layer
CGDL cathode gas diffusion layer
CCL cathode catalyst layer
PEM proton exchange membrane
PEMFC proton exchange membrane fuel cell
EW equivalent weight
RH relative humidity
HOR hydrogen oxidation reaction
ORR oxygen reduction reaction
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